
Chapter 4  - Pain Relief Exercises

ost of us have been told: “You need to exercise, working out will help your knee pain.”  That’s a 
great idea – except, most exercises hurt! In fact, your knee pain fires a protective nerve circuit that 

stops you from contracting your thigh muscles. But there are simple and easy pain relief exercises that 
avoid this protective circuit and help your thigh muscles start contracting again. 

M

Rule #1 – If an exercise or activity hurts - don’t do it!

So, try the following and see which of these gentle exercises helps your knee pain -

Knee-Pain Cure Secret # 5 - Bike Away Your Pain

Biking

Your cartilage receives nutrients from joint fluid, not from direct blood supply like most of your 
body tissues. Biking is one of the best and most gentle ways to pump nutrient-rich joint fluid to your 
cartilage.

First, get on an exercise bike. Set the level at the lowest intensity. Then just spin the pedals 
without any resistance. Please check that the seat height is such that, at the bottom of your rotation, 
your knee is almost - but not quite - fully straight or extended. This prevents you from pinching your 
painful cartilage. If that almost-straight leg position is still painful for you, modify the seat placement 
again. You should be able to spin the pedals with little or no effort - all you’re trying to do, for now, is 
nourish your knee joints and get them going again.

Try and stay between 100 and 120 RPMs for up to 10-15 minutes. There should be a handy 
readout on the bike. As for the amount of time on the bike - it doesn’t matter even if you can only do a 
few minutes. It helps to start with whatever you can manage and then work your way up slowly from 
there. Once your pain level decreases, you can gradually increase the intensity and the resistance.

The reason I suggest starting with an exercise bike is so that you can set the intensity to virtually 
zero and easily monitor your RPMs (how fast you're actually spinning the pedals) – both are much more 
difficult to do on a regular bike. Once you become stronger, if you like, switch to a regular outdoor bike.

Recumbent or Upright Bike - Which is Better?

Both are excellent for the purpose of knee joint health.  Ride whichever feels the best to you. 



Tai Chi or Qi Gong

Those ancient Chinese arts combine slow rhythmic movements with meditation. They help both 
your local pain and inflammation while boosting the painkillers (endorphins) in your brain. Tai Chi or Qi 
Gong are most effective if done 30 minutes to an hour everyday.

Walking 

Walking daily helps reduce inflammation and pain by gently moving your knees. Start slowly and 
see if you can build-up to 30 minutes to 1 hour. Do not walk through pain, as that actually makes the 
inflammation pain cycle worse. ‘No Pain, No Gain’ just doesn’t work for those of us with knee pain.

Take Your Next Step in the Knee-Pain Cure

That’s Step One of the Knee-Pain Cure. Do all three programs together - take your natural anti-
inflammatory with healthy-joint nutrients; use ice or heat; use an instant pain-relief spray. You should 
have less or even no pain after just one week. Occasionally, some people can take up to two weeks. 

Now, it’s on to Step Two - find and eliminate all your pain inflammation 
triggers.
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